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October 18th, 2016. By Makia Freeman. Contributing writer for Wake Up World. TISA, TTIP and TPP continue to be negotiated in secret, as WikiLeaks recently released a new leak from the core text and annexes of the updated TISA (Trade in Services Agreement), a trade agreement currently being negotiated by members of the World Trade
Organisation (WTO).. If you want to know what TISA means in 7 ...
TISA, TTIP and TTP: Economic Warfare & Hegemony for ...
3 T-Treaties: Economic Warfare Against BRICS. As much as TISA, TTIP and TTP embolden multinational corporations, the 3 T-Treaties also serve another agenda: the geopolitical plan for the US and allies to isolate the BRICS nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa).
TISA - Trade In Services Agreement - What is it and why is ...
Drink To Your Health: 5 Ways Herbal Tea Benefits and Improves Your Health; Ari Mahler: The Jewish Nurse Who Treated the Synagogue Shooter Is a Hero and an Example to Us All
TISA, TTIP and TTP = Corporate Hegemony and Economic ...
In his memo on electricity outages, Popovic highlighted the importance of the Venezuelan military in achieving regime change. “Alliances with the military could be critical because in such a situation of massive public unrest and rejection of the presidency,” the CANVAS founder wrote, “malcontent sectors of the military will likely decide to
intervene, but only if they believe they have ...
METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE
The memo related to the plans to overthrow Saddam Hussein, discussed at a meeting held by Tony Blair at which Rycroft was one of the attendees. His memo began: “SECRET AND STRICTLY PERSONAL – UK EYES ONLY “DAVID MANNING. From: Matthew Rycroft. Date: 23 July 2002. S 195 /02 “cc: Defence Secretary, Foreign
Secretary, Attorney-General, Sir Richard Wilson, John Scarlett, Francis Richards ...
Global Research - Centre for Research on Globalization
This article came from Global Research, September 30, 2016. Whilst the President elect Donald Trump will pull the United States out of the Trans Pacific Partnership there are other nefarious trade and economic agreements that the Eagle Empire wishes to impose on the world.
The « Secret » TISA, TTIP and TTP = Corporate Hegemony and ...
???? (?????????? ? ???????? ????????), ???? ? T?? ?????????? ??????????? ? ?????, ???? WikiLeaks ??????? ??????????? ????? ?????? ?? ???????????? ????????? ?????? ? ?????????? ????. ???? ?? ?????? ?????, ??? ???????? ? 8 ...
The "Secret" TISA, TTIP and TTP = Corporate Hegemony and ...
TISA, TTIP and TPP would disallow GMO and country-of-origin labeling, would essentially make Google, Facebook and any website owner a “copyright cop”, and would even require all signatory states to make their national laws conform (and be subordinate to) the ones in these treaties! ISDS (Investor State Dispute Settlement): Parallel
Legal System in All 3 T-Treaties. Much has already been ...
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